DEAR ATTENDEES:

Thank you for joining us to celebrate excellence in community engagement at the 12th Annual Robert G. Bringle Civic Engagement Showcase. Under the leadership of our new Chancellor Nasser H. Paydar, one of the campus key strategic goals is to “deepen IUPUI’s commitment to community engagement” (see http://strategicplan.iupui.edu/). Community engagement continues to be an important aspect of student learning, and it is becoming an even more valued dimension of faculty scholarship.

This afternoon we are honoring many award recipients, including applicants for the inaugural Chancellor R. Bantz Community Fellowship award. This prestigious award, given in recognition of the leadership and contributions of former Chancellor Charles R. Bantz, will support a faculty member to lead a year-long collaborative research team of students and community partners to address a current issue in Central Indiana. The Bantz Community Fellowship is made possible only through the generous philanthropic support of others.

The highlight will be the William M. Plater Civic Engagement Medallion ceremony in which we honor both undergraduates and graduate students who have excelled in their commitment to the community while pursuing their degrees. You will get a glimpse of the amazing graduates as they leave IUPUI better prepared to make a difference in the lives of others through their careers and as engaged citizens. A special thanks to each of you who have supported these students along their journey.

This past year, our campus received national distinction for excellence in community engagement from both the Carnegie Foundation and the Corporation for National and Community Service. We could not do this work without partnerships with community organizations in Central Indiana. Last year alone, our campus worked with an estimated 486 organizations. Additionally, many residents have devoted countless hours to developing Quality of Life Plans that spell out the goals and action items that need our focus to improve communities. Along with our colleagues in the Office of Community Engagement, we await your ideas on how we can work together to foster student achievement, improve the health of a diverse population, and build strong communities.

Julie A. Hatcher
Executive Director, IUPUI Center for Service and Learning
Associate Professor, Lilly Family School of Philanthropy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check-In</td>
<td>4:00 p.m.–5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>CE Lower Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening Reception</td>
<td>4:30 p.m.–5:00 p.m.</td>
<td>CE Lower Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic Engagement Recognition and Awards Program</td>
<td>5:15 p.m.–6:30 p.m.</td>
<td>CE Theatre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION
Amy C. Warner
Vice Chancellor, IUPUI Office of Community Engagement

REMARKS AND RECOGNITION OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AT IUPUI
Dr. Kathy Johnson
Interim Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer, Academic Affairs

PRESENTATION OF THE CHARLES R. BANTZ CHANCELLOR’S COMMUNITY FELLOWSHIP
Dr. Charles R. Bantz
Chancellor Emeritus
Professor of Communication Studies, School of Liberal Arts

RECOGNITION OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AWARD HONOREES
Dr. Julie A. Hatcher
Executive Director, IUPUI Center for Service and Learning

PRESENTATION OF WILLIAM M. PLATER CIVIC ENGAGEMENT MEDALLION
Dr. William M. Plater
IUPUI Executive Vice Chancellor Emeritus
Lorrie A. Brown
Director of Student and Staff Engagement, IUPUI Center for Service and Learning
ROBERT G. BRINGLE
Senior Scholar, IUPUI Center for Service and Learning
Professor Emeritus, Psychology and Philanthropic Studies

Dr. Robert G. Bringle is a Senior Scholar with IUPUI Center for Service and Learning and Professor Emeritus, Psychology and Philanthropic Studies. Dr. Bringle is an internationally known leader in the field of service learning. He left a lasting impact at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) where he was a Chancellor’s Professor of Psychology and the Executive Director of the IUPUI Center for Service and Learning for 15 years. In addition to his expertise in service learning, Dr. Bringle is a renowned scholar of social psychology with interests in relationships and jealousy. At IUPUI, he developed the Social Psychological Undergraduate Research project, a National Science Foundation supported summer research program designed to provide undergraduate students with research opportunities that would prepare them for graduate-level training in psychology.

KAREN METZGER
IUPUI Associate Athletics Director for Compliance
2015 Nan Bohan Community Engagement Staff Award

Mrs. Karen Metzger is the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. She joined IUPUI in 2011 as Assistant Athletics Director for Compliance. She is primarily responsible for ensuring that IUPUI follows all NCAA Division I and Summit League legislation and advises the university community on matters related to athletics compliance. Mrs. Metzger’s volunteer efforts focus on the leadership and professional development of young women. She currently serves as chair of the Junior League of Indianapolis’ Community Research, Evaluation, and Development committee, and also sits on the Junior League of Indianapolis Community Assistance Grants committee, Community Advisory Council, and Strategic Planning committee. She also serves as one of five Directors of Chapter Development supporting the 11,000+ undergraduate members and 500+ local organizations of Alpha Gamma Delta Women’s Fraternity. In this role, she leads a team of volunteers providing counsel in scholarship, risk management, leadership and volunteer management, and organizational efficiency. Mrs. Metzger previously served on the board of the Intercollegiate YMCA of Greater Indianapolis, as a torchbearer for the United Way of Central Indiana, and as a Big Sister within Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Indiana.
MARY RIGG NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER
2015 Chancellor’s Community Award for Excellence in Civic Engagement

Mary Rigg Neighborhood Center (MRNC) is a nonprofit, community-based organization that has served the Near Westside of Indianapolis since 1911. MRNC was established as a “settlement house,” helping the wave of immigrants who were coming to America and settling on the Westside of Indianapolis. The settlement house was led by Mary Rigg, one of Indiana’s first professional social workers, and the inspiration for the center’s name today. Mary Rigg Neighborhood Center continues to serve a vital mission today – to empower individuals by serving as a resource for help and hope. The center delivers impact in three key areas: 1) Adult education and job training leading to better employment and higher earnings 2) Youth development leading to better personal growth and educational attainment 3) Emergency help for families in crisis leading to more stability for those families. Today the mission is as critical as ever as children, adults, seniors, and families living on the Near Westside of Indianapolis are working hard to get ahead but face incredible challenges related to basic life needs, education, and employment. Mary Rigg Neighborhood Center has served with distinction as a welcoming, inviting place of help and hope on the Near Westside of Indianapolis.

DAVID M. CRAIG
Chair and Professor of Religious Studies, IUPUI School of Liberal Arts
2015 Chancellor’s Faculty Award for Excellence in Civic Engagement

Dr. David M. Craig is a professor and chair of the Religious Studies Department in the School of Liberal Arts and adjunct faculty in the Lilly Family School of Philanthropy. As a religious ethicist, Dr. Craig has received national recognition for his research on the social and religious dynamics of health care reform. Dr. Craig has also played an important leadership role on campus, leading IUPUI’s inaugural two-year Common Theme project and convening local conversations among religious congregations, health care providers, and nonprofit partners about how to build healthier communities in central Indiana. Dr. Craig is the author of two books, *John Ruskin and the Ethics of Consumption* (Virginia, 2006) and *Health Care as a Social Good: Religious Values and American Democracy* (Georgetown, 2014). In addition to the IUPUI Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Civic Engagement, Dr. Craig has received the IU Trustees’ Teaching Award twice.
The Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg (DHBW) Mannheim/Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University in Mannheim is a cooperative education university in southwestern Germany specializing in professional training in the fields of business, engineering, and information science. For the past twenty-five years, a global partnership has existed between the DHBW and IUPUI because of the dedication of a number of faculty and staff from both universities but in particular from DHBW: Professor Kay Wilding, DHBW Department Chair of Electrical Engineering; Dr. Carsten Muench, DHBW Head of the International Office; and Professor Dr. Rainer Beedgen, DHBW Vice President and Dean of Business. The DHBW, their faculty and IUPUI have sustained a joint student internship exchange program for 26 years; assisted with the development and enhancement of a study abroad program for 13 years; collaborated on journal and conference publications in the area of international teaching; and shared resources and knowledge for international curriculum development. DHBW serves as a model of collaborative global excellence serving hundreds of IUPUI and DHBW students.
During the past year, the Center for Service and Learning supported programs to expand and deepen faculty and staff involvement in community-engaged teaching, research, and scholarship.

**FACULTY LEARNING COMMUNITY ON PUBLIC SCHOLARSHIP**

A Faculty Learning Community (FLC) on Public Scholarship was established in May 2015 to address the campus strategic goals to “recognize and reward contributions to community engagement” and “define community engagement work in Faculty Annual Reports and promotion and tenure guidelines.” The FLC on Public Scholarship is a 3-year initiative co-sponsored by Academic Affairs and the Center for Service and Learning. The FLC is charged with defining public scholarship, identifying criteria to assist faculty in documenting their community-engaged work, and working with Deans and department Chairs in adapting criteria into promotion and tenure materials.

**David Craig**, Department of Religious Studies, School of Liberal Arts  
**Jason Kelly**, Department of History and IUPUI Arts and Humanities Institute  
**Kristi Palmer**, University Library  
**Ross Silverman**, Fairbanks School of Public Health  
**Kathleen Stanton-Nichols**, Department of Kinesiology, School of Physical Education and Tourism Management  
**Elee Wood**, Museum Studies, School of Liberal Arts (Co-Chair)  
**Youngbok Hong**, Herron School of Art and Design (Co-Chair)
2015-16 SERVICE LEARNING ASSISTANT (SLA) SCHOLARSHIPS

The Center for Service and Learning offers scholarship support to faculty, academic staff, and departments to strengthen our collective capacity to create actionable knowledge, deepen student learning, and contribute to positive community outcomes.

Faculty and staff recipients serve as mentors to qualified graduate and undergraduate students that they identify as the scholarship recipient. The mentoring relationships contribute vital human resources to sustain healthy community-university partnerships in teaching, research, creative activity, and public service. These learning partnerships also create deep learning opportunities for students. This year the following faculty and staff received funding through the SLA Scholarship program:

Enrica Ardemagni
Rick Bein
David Bell
Silvia Bigatti
Charity Bishop
Pamela Blevins-Hinkle
Jay Bradley
Charmayne Champion-Shaw
Judith Chin
Lisa Christy
Richard Clark
Jay Colbert
LaShawnda Crowe-Storm
Patricia Danahey
Jessica Davis
Estela Ene
Elizabeth Ferguson
Keely Floyd
Danielle Follette
Carrie Foote
Kali Frost
Carolyn Gentle-Genitty
Erin Gladstone
Wayne Hilson
Pat Howes
Beth Huffman
Sue Hyatt
Sharon Kandris
Deeksha Kappor
Deborah Keller
Erin Kelley
Jason Kelly
Sevinc Sevda Kilicalp
Francia Kissel
Joan Kowolik
Laura Littlepage
Esperanza Martinez Mier
Tom Marvin
Travis McDearmon
Anne Mitchell
Jennifer Nelson
Kristin Norris
Starla Officer
Honnor Orlando
Danielle Perkins
Brian Plankis
Allison Plopper
Mary Price
Fady Qaddouraa
Michelle Quirke
Phillip Scarpino
Stuart Schrader
Armando Soto
Kathleen Stanton-Nichols
2015-16 SERVICE LEARNING ASSISTANT (SLA) SCHOLARSHIPS (CONTINUED)

Heather Taylor
Rosa Tezanos-Pinto
Jared Trullinger
Yi Wang
Albert William
Cynthia Williams
Kim Williams-Pulfer
Elle Wood
Iker Zulaica-Hernandez

2015-16 DISSEMINATION GRANT RECIPIENTS

To support the translation of good practice into scholarly products, the Center for Service and Learning supports scholars and practitioners, individually and in collaboration with students and community partners to disseminate their findings to external audiences. This year the following individuals received the support:

Mark Bannatyne, Purdue School of Engineering and Technology
Estela Ene, IU School of Liberal Arts
Laura Holzman, IU Herron School of Art & Design, IU School of Liberal Arts
Tom Marvin, IU School of Liberal Arts
Honnor Orlando, IU School of Liberal Arts
Sharon Pape, IU School of Health and Rehabilitative Sciences
Genevieve Shaker, IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy
Ross Silverman, IU Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public Health
Faculty, staff, and administrators are essential to sustaining a campus culture that fosters democratic approaches to community-university engagement. The Center for Service and Learning has awarded funding to enable individuals to pursue learning and leadership development opportunities focused on issues related to community engagement and public scholarship in higher education. This year’s recipients include:

Lisa Christy, IU School of Medicine
Jasmine Haywood, IU School of Education
Tamara Leech, IU Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public Health
Meg Moorman, IU School of Nursing
Amy Jones Richardson, IU School of Liberal Arts
Katie Stanton-Nichols, IU School of Physical Education and Tourism Management
Cynthia Stone, IU Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public Health
Stephen Viehweg, IU School of Medicine and IU School of Social Work
Marianne Wokeck, IU School of Liberal Arts

ALTERNATIVE BREAK ADVISORS

Advisors work closely with the Alternative Break Student Trip Leaders to prepare and implement successful service experiences. Their role is to provide guidance, mentoring, and knowledge to the leaders and participants in a way that empowers students to connect the social issue the trip is focusing on to their own worlds.

Amanda Bonilla, IUPUI Office of Student Involvement
Ashley Burelison, IUPUI Office of Academic & Career Development
Jessica Davis, IUPUI Office of Sustainability
Megan Giordano, IUPUI Office of Campus Career and Advising Services
Emily Hunnicutt, IUPUI 21st Century Scholars Success Program
Corinne Patterson, IUPUI Office of Student Involvement
Taylor Rhodes, IUPUI Office of Student Involvement/IUPUI Division of Student Affairs
Claire Zhao, Sun Yat-Sen University (SYSU)
SAM H. JONES COMMUNITY SERVICE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

The Sam H. Jones Community Service Scholarship Program is a distinctive feature of the campus commitment to civic engagement. Created in 1994 through the revenue from the sale of IUPUI license plates, the program is now supported through campus scholarship funds and private donations. Sam H. Jones Service Scholars are engaged in service learning courses and ongoing service within the community as a part of the scholarship program.

Sam H. Jones was a dedicated public servant who provided dynamic leadership as the Chief Executive Officer of the Indianapolis Urban League. This scholarship program at IUPUI honors his legacy as a community leader whose vision and dedication improved the quality of life in central Indiana.

2015-2016 SAM H. JONES COMMUNITY SERVICE SCHOLARS

Alternative Break Trip Leaders

Scholars in this program lead and supervise teams of students on alternative break trips. These trips allow students to visit other cities and states to engage in volunteer projects and deepen reflection on social issues that affect those communities. Participants experience and discuss the causes of social issues while learning how to become active citizens to address those same social issues within their own communities.

Bridget Barbara
Roxie Barnes
Emily Black-Morning
Joseph Bondi

Philip Fischer
Alayna Hutchinson
Lyla Mahmoud

Ayodamola Otun
Melanie Scheive
Cassie Vera
America Reads/America Counts Team Leaders

Scholars in this program receive training and support to lead a team of IUPUI students who provide tutoring to youth free of charge at local schools and community centers.

Jonathan Harmon  Justin Kiesel  Amy Templeton
Davionna Herrod  Robert Killion  Jordan Williams

Civic Engagement Project Assistants

Scholars in this program serve as the initial point of contact at the CSL to welcome and direct visitors, and play an integral role in the support of CSL’s civic engagement mission. Assistants aid in various tasks ranging from scholarship logistics, CSL events, and data and research projects.

Shelbi Grow  Hamza Nawaz  Manisha Nidamarthy
Ashwin Jeyakrishnan  Essance Ward

Family, School & Neighborhood Scholars

Family, School & Neighborhood Scholars engage in activities to assist community partners in meeting their mission while also serving as student advocates for civic engagement on the IUPUI campus.

Levi Brown  Justin Lazaro  Adam Tapper
Benjamin Eduardo

IUPUI

SAM H. JONES COMMUNITY SERVICE SCHOLARS
Community Service Leaders

Scholars in this program are students who have been previous participants within the Sam H. Jones Community Service Scholarship Program. They serve as mentors and event facilitators as they create opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to be engaged in the community.

Elizabeth Alexander  Sara Hindi  Melanie Scheive
Bridget Barbara  Lyla Mahmoud  Alexis Tardy
Emma Brown  Katie McAllister  Cassandra Vera
Rhiannon Conlon  Allison Rager  Andrè Zhang Sonera

Community Service Scholars

Scholars in this program enroll in a service learning course, “Topics in Philanthropy”, coordinate the Cesar Chavez Day of Service, attend monthly service-leadership seminars, and participate in several service events throughout the year. These scholars also contribute time each week at a local community partner site, completing a variety of projects ranging from lesson planning to grant writing.

Merveil Alisa  Amanda McBroom  Sidney Shaffer
Mariah Barber  Emily McCreary  Anna Sohail
Jeffrey Cramer  Vasilis Onwuaduegbo  Kailey Vernon
Jacob Heyerdahl  Morgan Opasanyah  Hannah Wheeler (Gish)
Charishma Kasipathi  Jaymie Pliske  Chelsea Wilson
First Year Service Scholars

Scholars in this program contribute time each week at George Washington Community High School in tutoring and after school programming. They also coordinate Global Youth Service Day, which includes students from George Washington Community High School as volunteers, and are enrolled in the Philanthropy, PHST P105, service learning course.

Natalia Bilek
Taylor Cochran
Cassandra Coronado
Victoria Goodwin
Alex Hart
Matthew Mast
Kevin McBroom
Mary Miller
Derrick Randall
Hannah Roper
Megan Sampson
Joseph Spillers
Hannah Trader
Morgan Vonderheide

Fugate Fellows Scholars

Scholars in this program serve at one of the Westside K-12 schools implementing college preparation activities and assisting as mentors or tutors.

Daniel Debarros
Brittany Florentine
Anna Glumb
Mary Glumb
Emily Hanawalt
Madeline Hinesley
Evan Rouse
Ellisa Rucinski

Service Corps Scholars

Scholars in this program promote educationally meaningful service during campus-wide service events at IUPUI as trained student leaders. They are responsible for planning over 30 Jags in the Street events each academic year.

Dana Alhaffar
Eduard Berman
Emily Black-Morning
Brittany Florentine
David Gamble
Rachel Milligan
Gunjan Parmar
Blake Parrish
Andrea Schurrer
Raquel Shuff
Neha Singhal
Service Learning Assistant Scholars

Scholars in this program are IUPUI students selected by faculty or professional staff to assist in the implementation of a service learning course, conduct community-based research, expand the capacity of campus departments to increase the number of students who participate in service learning, or complete a service project in and with the community.

Marisela Abel
Azza Ahmed
Nouran Amin
Amy Armogida
Jeffrey Ashby
Timothy Bailey
Amy Barkat-Masih
Rachel Blazekovich
Jacob Bledsoe
Katherine Boyles Ogawa
Mercedez Bray
Eboni Brown
Brooklynn Bryan
Andrew Buddendeck
Jacob Burch
Ashley Burelison
Athena Calderon
Dawn Coffman
Emily Coleman
Callie Daet
Clarisa Dantus de Oliveira
Alexis Davenport
Mackencee Davis
Abigail Delph
Benjamin Dowden
Courtney Duff
Kathryn Dusman
Tyler Fenwick
Jessica Fischer
Adam Fissell
Emma Fletcher
Sarah Fraser
Alexandra Fry
Jose Gonzalez
Sarah Goss
Darrien Grays
Melanie Hankins
Amy Hemphill
Angela Herrmann
Sara Hindi
Jaclyn Houser
Gilberto Huerta Nataren
Risa Hurwich
Erin Ingram
Alejandro Jaquez
Brittany Jenkins
Tavonna Johnson
Jennifer Jones
Tamarah Kilroy
Ashlee Kimmell
Courtney Kolb
Vannary Kong
Glory Kubicek
Jeremy Lahey
Brian Laws
Kari Lendon
Ana Leyva de Respondek
Olivia MacIsaac
Jacqueline Martin
Jayme McCormick
Doaris Medina
Pedro Mendez
Chelsea Method
Keith Miller
Hengameh Motesavel
Jennifer (Paige) Newland
Cassidy Osborne
Lauren Palmer
Dajanique Peterson
Kevin Powell
Bryn Ramsey
Kelsey Reker
Ashley Sankari
Steve Scally
Karen Schenk
Stephanie Schulze
Amy Shackelford
Anisa Sideeq
Alyson Stitcher
June Sumbeiywo
Jack Swartout
Tyler Terhune
Ariane Thomas
Andrew Townsend
Timothy Treat
Christian Tyler
Elizabeth Valencia-Gutierrez
Ashley Vowels
DiAnna Washington
Eric Wiete
Shamira Wilson Young
Social Justice Scholars

The Social Justice Scholars program is a partnership between Social Justice Education in the Office of Student Involvement and the Center for Service and Learning that focuses on student-led social justice programming for the entire IUPUI campus. The program is designed to provide students who are passionate about social justice an opportunity to develop programs and events based on their knowledge, skills, and interests. Students are selected based on their commitment to social justice and interest in making IUPUI a welcoming place for all students.

Mark Daiuto  Kieran Grubbs  Natasha Moore
Emma Fletcher  Mosopefoluwa Ladapo  Lauren Ray
Cassandra Govert  Umaymah Mohammad
In accordance with IUPUI’s mission as an urban serving university, the William M. Plater Civic Engagement Medallion award was established to distinguish graduates who have demonstrated exemplary commitment to their communities and have exhibited personal and academic growth, high levels of integrity, and significant community impact as a result of their civic engagement experiences during their college years.

The award is named in honor of IUPUI’s former Executive Vice Chancellor and Dean of the Faculties from 1988 to 2006, Dr. William M. Plater, a tireless advocate of civic engagement throughout his career.

2016 PLATER MEDALLION RECIPIENTS

Bachelors

Amanda Bajzatt, IU School of Social Work graduate from Lafayette, Indiana

Mariah Barber, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Hammond, Indiana

Alyssa Devine, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Evansville, Indiana

Lisa Edgington, IU School of Nursing graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Kaitlyn Engle, Purdue School of Science and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Floyds Knobs, Indiana

Alexandra Evans, IU School of Nursing graduate from St. Petersburg, Florida

Brittany Florentine, IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy graduate from Walnut Creek, California

Stephanie Fulk, IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy graduate from Mooresville, Indiana

Ashley Gurvitz, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Sarah Hindi, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs and IU Kelley School of Business graduate from Carmel, Indiana

Scott Kirisits, IU School of Physical Education and Tourism Management graduate from Peru, Indiana
Bachelors (Continued)

Jeremy Lahey, IU School of Liberal Arts graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana
Victoria Lane, IU School of Liberal Arts and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Santa Clarita, California
Angela Lyon, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana
Zachary McClure, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Shelbyville, IN
Morgan Moran, IU School of Social Work, Purdue School of Science, and IUPUI Honors College from Indianapolis, Indiana
Darrell Pirtle, IU School of Physical Education and Tourism Management graduate from San Diego, California
Allison Rager, IU School of Nursing and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Fort Wayne, Indiana
Greg Rothchild, Purdue School of Science graduate from Griffith, Indiana
Jordan Sewell, IU Kelley School of Business graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana
Robby Marius Siopathis Kongolo, IU School of Liberal Arts graduate from Paris, France
Emily Storkman, IU School of Nursing and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Columbus, Indiana
Alexis Tardy, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Grand Rapids, Michigan
Elizabeth Valencia-Gutierrez, IU School of Social Work and IU School of Liberal Arts graduate from San Diego, California
Kamilah Walters, Purdue School of Science and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Mount Vernon, Indiana
Bryce Wray-Nelson, Purdue School of Science and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana
Lauren Yoder, Purdue School of Science and IUPUI Honors College graduate from Goshen, Indiana
Masters and Doctorate/Professional

Laura Albrecht, IU School of Dentistry graduate from Alliance, Ohio

Sarah Cruser, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Yarmouth, Maine

Shawn Dellinger, IU Kelley School of Business graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Nhan Do, Purdue School of Engineering and Technology graduate from Tay Ninh, Vietnam

Hannah Enochs, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Rikki Enzor, IU School of Medicine graduate from Carmel, Indiana

Whitney Fields, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Winchester, Kentucky

Landon Gamble, IU School of Dentistry graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Stephen Hendricks, IU School of Dentistry graduate from South Bend, Indiana

Jeni Heselbarth, IU School of Dentistry graduate from Elkhart, Indiana

Christine Hurst, IU School of Social Work graduate from Muncie, Indiana

Michael Knight, IU Robert H. McKinney School of Law graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Tiffany Kyser, IU School of Education graduate from Indianapolis, Indiana

Ladene Mendoza, IU Robert H. McKinney School of Law graduate from Plymouth, Indiana

Seanna Nichols, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Richardson, Texas

Adrienne Nordman, IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy and IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Jeffersonville, Indiana

Elspeth O’Neil, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from West Lafayette, Indiana
Masters and Doctorate/Professional (Continued)

Jason Pociask, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Plainfield, Indiana

Sarah Raciti, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Granger, Indiana

Katherine Rieck, IU School of Liberal Arts graduate from Waseca, Minnesota

Ashley Sankari, IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate from Detroit, Michigan

Kaylin Staley, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Westfield, Indiana

Vickie Stone, IU School of Liberal Arts graduate from Colorado Springs, Colorado

Lauren Tom, IU School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences graduate from Fort Wayne, Indiana
The Success of our Students

• In 2014-2015, Sam H. Jones (SHJ) Community Service Scholarships were awarded to 174 students (123 undergraduates, 51 graduate students) who contributed over $850,000 in service hours to support the civic engagement mission of the campus.

• The Service Learning Assistant (SLA) program, which awarded over $220,000 in intramural funding in the form of student scholarships, provided support to 45 faculty and staff to advance teaching innovation, research, scholarship, and creative activity. SLA funding resulted in 23 publications and presentations to local and external outlets.

• Over 3,240 students, faculty, and staff participated in community service events co-sponsored by the Center for Service and Learning and the Office of Student Involvement. The estimated economic impact of this service to the community is nearly $335,000 (15,537 hours of service x national volunteer rate of $21.56/hour).

• 43 sixth grade girls from two elementary Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) were mentored through the Girl Talk Mentoring Program. Seven female mentors comprised of IUPUI students and staff, along with community residents, volunteered 75 hours of their time.

• A total of 945 students earned over $1.5 million in work study funding, of which 23.6% was for Community Work-Study, well above the federally mandated minimum of 7%.

• Over 7,000 students and their parents participated in eight leadership programs for minority youth through IUPUI’s partnership with the Center for Leadership Development. The campus also hosted 60 Hispanic and Latino youth in an overnight campus visit.

Advances in Health and Life Sciences

• Faculty from the health and life sciences reported offering 175 courses in which 2,510 students participated in service for a total of 193,438 hours during the academic year 2014-2015.

• Center for Service and Learning staff have been working with IU School of Medicine faculty to develop their service learning definition and curricular implementation plan across all eight of their sites statewide.

• The Center for Service & Learning awarded $3,400 in faculty development funds to six faculty members from health and life sciences schools (DENT, NURS, MED, PBHL, SHRS, SWK, HPER) to support their community-engaged work. An additional $82,500 in service-based scholarships was awarded to 24 faculty members who mentored a student on a community-based project.
Contributions to the Well-Being of Citizens of Indianapolis, the State of Indiana, and Beyond

- The Center for Service and Learning leveraged Community Work Study (CWS) funding to support 46 agencies for IUPUI student placements. Nine schools tutored 500 students through curricular and co-curricular programs and initiatives totaling 31,572 hours of tutoring.

- 1,115 IUPUI students participated in service in K-12 public schools as part of a community-based learning course and completed 16,037 hours of service. Of that, 501 served in an Indianapolis Public School and completed 7,930 hours of service.

- IUPUI spends over $253 million on goods and services annually, the majority of which stays in Indiana. IUPUI charitable donations were $11.6 million with an estimated $32 million in volunteer time dedicated to serving the people of Indiana. IUPUI attracts outside investment to Indiana; for example in fiscal year 2013, IUPUI investigators received 1,851 research awards, totaling $305,148,846.

Collaboration and Best Practice

- Family, School, and Neighborhood Engagement (FSNE) launched a statewide community schools network to strengthen school and community partnerships across Indiana. Six Hoosier school communities have been identified for this work and 20 interested stakeholders from throughout the state attended the inaugural organizing luncheon.

- Faculty and administrators from 22 universities contacted IUPUI’s Center for Service and Learning regarding best practices, expertise, and ideas related to service learning pedagogy and the integration of civic engagement for their college campuses.

- IUPUI was selected as one of 92 institutions to serve as a Lead Consulting Institution for the NASPA’s LEAD Initiative on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement.

- IUPUI was recognized, with distinction, on the 2014 President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll by the Corporation for National and Community Service.

- The 7th annual Connecting Campuses with Communities had 45 participants representing 33 institutions in attendance.

- The U.S. News and World Report, in their 2015 editions of America’s Best Colleges, listed IUPUI as “one of the top universities in the nation with outstanding service learning programs.”
A NOTE OF GRATITUDE

COMMUNITY PARTNERS IN ATTENDANCE

Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Indiana
George Washington Community High School
Indiana Campus Compact
Indiana Dental Association
Ivy Tech Community College
Mary Rigg Neighborhood Center
Peace Learning Center
Partners in Housing
Ronald McDonald House of Indiana
Volunteers of America
Westside Community Development Corporation

(RSVPs as of March 28, 2016)

BRINGLE SHOWCASE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Lorrie Brown, Center for Service and Learning
Sarah Goss, Center for Service and Learning
Julie Hatcher, Center for Service and Learning
Victoria Johnson, Center for Service and Learning
Erika Jones, Center for Service and Learning
Verna McDowell, Center for Service and Learning
Morgan Studer, Center for Service and Learning
Susie Wiesinger, Center for Service and Learning
IUPUI Student and Staff Volunteers
A NOTE OF GRATITUDE TO OUR SPONSORS

Indiana University
Purdue University
Indianapolis

IUPUI Center for Service and Learning

IUPUI Office of Community Engagement
SAVE THE DATE:
TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 2017

13TH ANNUAL
ROBERT G. BRINGLE
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SHOWCASE

IUPUI CAMPUS CENTER
420 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA